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Abstract

Science is supposed to be a self-correcting endeavor, but who is "the scientific expert" that corrects faulty science? We grouped traditional conceptualizations of expertise in psychology under three classes (substantialist, implicitist, and social conventionalist), and then examined how these approaches affect scientific self-correction in reference to various components of the credibility crisis such as fraud/QRPs, the inadequate number of replication studies, challenges facing big team science, and perverse incentives. Our investigation pointed out several problems with the traditional views. First, traditional views conceptualize expertise as something possessed, not performed, ignoring the epistemic responsibility of experts. Second, expertise is conceived as an exclusively individual quality, which contradicts the socially distributed nature of scientific inquiry. Third, some aspects of expertise are taken to be implicit or relative to the established research practices in a field, which leads to disputes over replicability and makes it difficult to criticize mindless scientific rituals. Lastly, a conflation of expertise with eminence in practice creates an incentive structure that undermines the goal of self-correction in science. We suggest, instead, that we conceive an expert as a reliable informant. Following the extended virtue account of expertise, we propose a non-individualist and a performance-based model, and discuss why it...
does not suffer from the same problems as traditional approaches, and why it is more compatible with the reform movement’s goal of creating a credible psychological science through self-correction.
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**Highlights**

- We examine how the established research tradition in psychology conceives scientific expertise, its philosophical/sociological roots, and how it hampers reform efforts to increase psychology’s self-correction capacity.
- We propose a novel performance-based and non-individualist conception of expertise in terms of informant reliability.
- We discuss how conceiving expertise as informant reliability will help to devise better science policy to increase self-correction and to better understand and counter some of the reactions to scientific reform.

Psychology’s credibility crisis showed that science may dramatically fail to accomplish self-correction, at least for an extended period of time. In our opinion, one reason for this may be that the agent who is supposed to implement self-correction in science, that is, the scientific expert, is not always identified and evaluated with a view to facilitating scientific self-correction. The scientific expert is the main agent of scientific inquiry, and how scientific expertise is conceptualized has direct consequences for how the scientific record is produced and corrected. Many important normative judgments regarding scientific outcomes such as "quality," "value" or "excellence" are also conceived with direct reference to experts. We also observe that the very conceptualization of expertise has an important role in shaping the appeal of science policy suggestions by psychology’s reform movement (see, e.g., Spellman, 2015; Vazire, 2018). Although the very definition of scientific expertise has not been a topic of reflection itself, a majority of these science policy proposals, and open science principles in general, imply a need for a novel perspective on scientific expertise; namely, a non-individualist model of expertise that focuses on competent and responsible epistemic performance rather than the possession of eminent credentials or unique knowledge and skills. There are substantial parallels between the conceptual implications of the reform proposals and the extended virtue account of expertise (Uygun Tunç, 2022). The extended virtue account defines an expert as a reliable informant in a particular scientific domain, which means they are a competent and responsible source for answers to questions in that domain. We also do not conceive experts as necessarily individual entities. Depending on the research question at hand, a sufficiently reliable informant may have to be identified in a supra-individual...
(i.e., socially extended) agent, because serving as a reliable informant may in some situations require fulfilling multi-faceted, socially distributed cognitive tasks to produce scientific knowledge (such as when dealing with complex interdisciplinary questions), and forming large research collaborations with other scientists for this purpose. In such cases, the whole research team should then be regarded as the relevant scientific expert (with all the related credit and accountability), because only it can deliver the relevant expert performance.

However, the mainstream understanding of expertise in psychological science is far from this conception. It relies on criteria for defining and evaluating expertise that are incompatible with the non-individualist, epistemic performance-focused model of expertise that is indirectly but widely implied in the scientific reform context. These criteria for expertise arguably derive from some of the more traditional or widely endorsed theoretical perspectives on expertise, which also shape the mainstream understanding of expertise in psychological science. We can roughly categorize these as the substantialist, implicitist, and the social conventionalist views of expertise. Most importantly, we argue that the prevalent endorsement of criteria for expertise that derive from these older theoretical perspectives currently hampers the reform movement by leading to resistance to reform-minded ideas on topics such as the need for and the value of direct replications, big team science, fraud/ questionable research practices, and perverse incentives.

**Traditional Perspectives on Expertise**

Since research on expertise is a widely relevant and transdisciplinary topic, there are not only different accounts of expertise, but also different kinds of accounts. We can very roughly distinguish three kinds of accounts of expertise: substantialist, implicitist, and social conventionalist. These categories are far from being exclusive and are only meant to capture the most salient characteristics of different accounts of expertise as they directly apply to the research tradition of psychology, and thus any particular account in the vast, multidisciplinary expertise literature may feature multiple aspects or dimensions of expertise.

1. **Substantialist view:** We can refer to those accounts of expertise that focus on certain substantial properties of individuals as substantialist. From this perspective, an expert is someone who has more knowledge, intelligence, experience, or skills in a domain than most people. The substantialist view has a strong affinity with the way we common-sensically or traditionally understand and attribute expertise. The dictionary definitions of expertise are often substantialist. *Merriam-Webster Dictionary* (n.d.) defines an expert as “one with the special skill or knowledge representing mastery of a particular subject.” In the *Cambridge Dictionary* (n.d.), an expert is defined as “a person with a high level of knowledge or skill relating to a particular subject or activity.” According to the *Oxford
University Press, n.d.), ‘expert’ refers to persons who “gained skill from experience” or possess “special knowledge or skill.” The substantialist view is not restricted to dictionaries. More technical definitions in philosophy are also highly similar (e.g., Brewer, 1998; Coady, 2012; Fricker, 2006; Goldman, 2001; also Watson, 2022). Most famously, Goldman (2001) calls this view “objective expertise” and defines an expert as someone who possesses a depth of knowledge and experience in a domain, and the right kind of skills for applying this knowledge to new questions in that domain. In the substantialist sense, scientific expertise is something to be had rather than done. It consists in a set of “epistemic possessions” and these categorically distinguish the owner from others (lay) in a way that justifies their epistemic authority, as long as and to the extent that they maintain their special knowledge and skills.

2. Implicitist view: This view of expertise is a version of the substantialist view, but in contrast it takes the most important epistemic possessions of experts to have an inexplicable and esoteric character (Collins, 2018; Collins & Evans, 2008), such as implicit knowledge about how to best implement a research procedure—also called tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966). Possessing scientific expertise in this sense similarly distinguishes one from others and justifies their status as an epistemic authority, which they indefinitely maintain by virtue of possessing their unique, non-transferable and unmeasurable knowledge and skills. But unlike transferable and measurable knowledge and skills, tacit knowledge cannot be confirmed or criticized by others who are not sufficiently initiated into or internalized the relevant scientific practices, hence their esoteric character. As Collins and Evans (2008, p. 6) put it, tacit knowledge is “the deep understanding one can only gain through social immersion in groups who possess it”. For this reason, the implicit view has some affinity with the social conventionalist view of expertise (below) that the substantialist view lacks. Namely, if expertise necessarily requires tacit knowledge and tacit knowledge can only be acquired through immersion in certain communities of practice, then expertise consists of social group membership in some important sense. The only possible indicator of expertise in this sense can be experience, although the proponents of this view (see, e.g., Collins & Evans, 2008) maintain that tacit knowledge cannot be reliably assessed by outsiders or the less initiated to the relevant practices.

3. Social conventionalist view: In sociology and related fields, expertise tends to be understood more as an ascribed social role than individual possession of special knowledge or skill. In this sense, expertise is akin to a label or badge. For instance, Martin (1973) maintains that “[l]ike all statuses, that of ‘expert’ is a social artifact.

---

1) Tacit knowledge comprises both knowledge and skills, because a skill is a species of knowledge–knowledge-how or practical knowledge. See also Polanyi (1966).
Expertness is an ascribed quality, a badge.” According to Agnew et al. (1997), the minimum criterion of expertise is the existence of a large enough social group who considers someone an expert. They explicitly emphasize the contrast between this social conventionalist view and the substantialist view: “Expertise is not synonymous with knowledge. Expertise, unlike knowledge, does not reside in the individual...Whether or not an individual is selected to serve in an expert role for a constituency is often independent of the absolute accuracy of their knowledge” (for more elaboration on this point, see Quast, 2018). The most common criterion for expertise in this sense is eminence or reputation, usually assessed on the basis of one’s credentials, such as education, affiliations, publications in respected venues, as well as collection of awards and grants. This criterion for expertise implies that the epistemic authority of experts does not necessarily require objective justification. Accordingly, the epistemologist Goldman (2001) calls this view “reputational expertise,” while stressing in contrast the primacy of substantive or “objective” expertise; namely that being taken as an expert by a group of people does not necessarily make one objectively an expert. Collins and Evans (2008) similarly say that “[t]o treat expertise as real and substantive is to treat it as something other than relational. Relational approaches take expertise to be a matter of experts’ relations with others. The notion that expertise is only an ‘attribution’—the, often retrospective, assignment of a label—is an example of a relational theory.”

Problems of the Traditional Views of Expertise

Several problems can be identified with these perspectives, particularly in terms of their implications for the credibility reform movement. Firstly, expertise refers to the possession of relevant knowledge and skills, rather than a performance. This is problematic from a reform-minded perspective, because possessing these does not automatically yield the competent and responsible performance which we require of scientific experts. One may possess all the pertinent skills and knowledge, but putting these to work consistently with a view to truly inform and to avoid misinforming is an epistemic performance that implies further qualities, such as being suitably motivated. Therefore, knowledge and skills should be necessary but not sufficient for being an expert.

The substantialist view of expertise (as well as its implicitist variant), with its emphasis on the possession of knowledge/skills as the defining character of an expert, says virtually nothing about the responsibility of an expert as an informant in reference to the scientific literature and, thereby, for instance, disconnects QRPs/fraud from the conceptualization of expertise. The implicitist view further complicates this problem by declaring the most important aspects of expertise to be inscrutable, thereby undermining

---

2) On the other hand, Collins and Evans argue that substantive expertise consists in certain practices of expert groups, to which individuals socialize to become experts (viz. implicitism).
individual accountability in dealing with disputes over replication failures. The social conventionalist view similarly lacks any reference to the responsibility of an expert, and due to the central value it attaches to eminence, it sometimes functions in practice as a barrier against accountability in cases of fraud/questionable research practices and motivates mindless statistical/methodological rituals.

Secondly, focusing on epistemic possessions rather than performance makes one’s conception of expertise necessarily individualistic. The substantialist view (and its implicitist variant) conceives expert competence as a psychological/cognitive property, hence makes it very difficult to conceive group experts, as if a group expert must imply a mysterious entity like a group mind. However, contemporary scientific problems are too complex to be handled effectively by single individuals. In order to demonstrate a sufficiently competent epistemic performance as required by a complex research question, scientists must often integrate their skills with those of other scientists (and with technological tools) in a way that brings about a higher degree of competence. Thus, we need a concept of expertise that does not necessarily commit to individuals but can be applied broadly to all competent providers of information in a scientific domain, whether they be large collectives, smaller research teams, or individual agents.

Thirdly, the established research tradition of psychology takes some of the most important qualities of an expert to be uniquely personal, such as having a gifted intuition for a good experimental design or a successful hypothesis. Academic training can equip someone with certain necessary skills, but what makes one a truly successful scientist is not taught or explained—it is either in you or not. A famous (or notorious) example is the reference by Baumeister (2016) to the “intuitive flair” of a good experimentalist. Further, there is a widespread notion that one learns the “arts of the trade” by immersion in the scientific community. Some research practices hardly find rational justification in textbooks or through critical reflection, which risks turning them into scientific rituals.

Fourthly, the substantialist understanding of expertise is wedded (not always free of tension) to a social conventionalist one: Although the sense of the word expertise is commonly understood in line with the substantialist view in psychology, in practice the conferral of expert status and the evaluation of expertise is based chiefly on eminence and reputation (with the hope or wishful thinking that these will strongly correlate). Actual knowledge and skill are difficult to identify directly, while relying on academic renown is naturally easy. Most people consider possession of the right epistemic qualifications meaningless unless it is coupled with recognition from the scientific community; on the other hand, we see that social recognition can practically suffice for an expert status even in the absence of the right epistemic qualifications/motivations.

The Extended Virtue Model of Expertise

The reform movement needs a conceptualization of expertise that does not have these shortcomings. The extended virtue model of scientific expertise (see Uygun Tunç, 2022)
can be a viable alternative, and it already strongly resonates with the social organization of science that is envisioned by psychology’s reform movement. The extended virtue model takes informant reliability as the core of expertise and accordingly defines a scientific expert as a reliable informant in a particular scientific domain. This definition centers on the social epistemic function of expertise—a person is a scientific expert only to the extent that they consistently deliver a competent and responsible performance of informing others and effectively avoiding misinforming.

There are several functionalist accounts of expertise in the philosophical and sociological literature, more recent than the traditional perspectives we mentioned, and these focus on one’s performance or function of delivering specialized information. For instance, Mieg (2006) maintains defines expertise as a connection that obtains between a person and a function. Quast (2018) characterizes expertise as a special service relation between a provider and a client. The most common indicator of expertise in this sense is one’s track record. The extended virtue account bears a degree of similarity to these functionalist views of expertise by virtue of emphasizing performance as an informant and its indicators such as an expert’s track record. But we refrain from reducing expertise to a service function, which must always be defined in reference to the demands of a clientele. Scientific experts do not have to pursue research questions that actually interest certain social groups, policy makers or science funders. A significant portion of basic scientific research aims to answer questions that are posed by no social actor in particular. These may stem from theoretical puzzles, gaps in scientific knowledge, intellectual curiosity, or explore uncharted territories. The relevant social epistemic function of a scientific expert is thus to expand and solidify our common knowledge base. Further, the existing formulations of the functionalist view are similarly individualist as the substantialist view (although not necessarily so), which the extended virtue account avoids. We will not go into a detailed formulation of the extended virtue account of expertise here, as one of us has done elsewhere (Uygun Tunç, 2022), but present a brief outline in the following to explain what we understand from informant reliability.

Two Components of Informant Reliability

What does informant reliability in a scientific domain comprise? We analyze informant reliability in terms of competence and responsibility. By comprising competence as one of the two components of expertise, the extended virtue model preserves the objectivist core of the substantialist view but extends and reformulates it in non-individualist terms. How can we conceive competence in a non-individualist sense? Is epistemic competence...
not, after all, a psychological disposition? The extended virtue model defines competence as a (potentially) extended or socially distributed quality in line with the theses of extended cognition (see, e.g., Clark, 1997; Clark & Chalmers, 1998; also Hurley, 1998; Menary, 2006; Rowlands, 1999, 2009; Wilson, 2004) and distributed cognition (see, e.g., Clark, 2017; Hutchins, 1995). Socially extended or distributed cognition describe supra-individual cognitive systems which are composed through the ongoing and reciprocal interaction between multiple cognitive agents and/or technological instruments that individually execute the sub-tasks of a unified cognitive process. An extended competence is accordingly the emergent capacity of a supra-individual cognitive system to execute a complex cognitive task. The extended virtue model of expertise can equally apply to individual and socially distributed competences in science, because the concept of a reliable informant does not make any commitment to individuals: the right informant is the seat of the relevant competences. Thus, it can incorporate socially extended expertise and genuinely collective experts (such as big research teams).

Being able to properly fulfill the function of an expert also has an equally central responsibility aspect. Epistemic responsibility (e.g., Code, 1984; Montmarquet, 1987; Zagzebski, 1996) has to do with a desire to achieve the proper ends of scientific inquiry and scientific communication; particularly, the advancement of scientific knowledge and its credible transmission. Responsible scientific practice is first and foremost honest: Making scientific claims with a view to misinform or create a false impression (e.g., scientific fraud or falsification) directly contradicts the function of expertise and obliterates its basis. In the second place, responsible scientific practice is diligent and shows vigilance towards sources of error and bias. Negligence of counterevidence, insensitivity towards error, or self-serving biases undermine the credibility of scientific inquiry and thus the reliability of the expert as an informant. Ideally, the expert judgment also manifests other intellectual virtues such as impartiality, intellectual humility, or openness to criticism. Different intellectual virtues can be seen as particular aspects of a certain unitary attitude towards research that is guided by a concern with learning about the world, and lacking any of these to a substantial degree undermines proper conduct of inquiry. To illustrate, a responsible scientist treats alternative perspectives fairly on the basis of the available evidence, is open to the ideas and criticism of other scientists, is willing to conceive and examine alternatives to their own or popular theories, has a sense of own fallibility and is willing to admit mistakes, and does not oversell or miscommunicate their results. This kind of responsibility is an essential part of the very content of expertise, because it underlies the very function of expertise, alongside competence.

4) In this context we can speak of both object-level competences for producing the relevant kind of empirical evidence for a particular scientific claim, and meta-competences for evaluating the reliability of the outputs produced by object-level competencies. Making sufficiently well-warranted scientific claims requires both.
Lastly, epistemic competence and responsibility are closely intertwined in the function of a scientific expert, namely being a reliable informant, because we expect scientific experts to acquire, exercise, and maintain their scientific competences with a view to reliably and credibly advance scientific knowledge. Experts are thus responsible for cultivating and using their scientific competences adequately and honestly when informing others in their domain of expertise. In this regard, a scientist who makes scientific claims that they are not sufficiently competent to research, or one who does not continue to develop their knowledge and skills after achieving a position of authority shows a lack of responsibility, even if they are following the current norms in their fields.

What is Different in the Extended Virtue Model?

The extended virtue account radically diverges from the substantialist view in two respects. First, competence (e.g., relevant special knowledge and skill) is necessary but not sufficient for being an expert, because it is competent performance that defines the social epistemic function of expertise and this equally comprises a responsibility/virtue element. Second, neither competence nor intellectual virtues are necessarily individual (for collective intellectual virtues and vices, see, e.g., de Ridder, 2022; Fricker, 2012, 2020; Uygun Tunç & Pritchard, 2022). We can ascribe qualities like responsibility, integrity, diligence or negligence, openness, or dogmatism to groups such as research teams. For instance, a research team can be deemed diligent to the extent that it implements rigorous cross-checks on statistical analyses, team members are vigilant towards each other’s potentially problematic use of researcher degrees of freedom, and detected errors are honestly dealt with or admitted rather than concealed. On the other hand, a research team would be irresponsible as a collective body if one team member discreetly fabricates data and no one else shows serious concern about the actual origins of the data.

The extended virtue account diverges equally radically from the implicitist view and the social conventionalist views. The implicitist view of expertise does not feature any intersubjectively accessible basis for identifying and evaluating expertise, whether the criterion is uniquely personal implicit knowledge or knowledge implicit to a community of practice, unlike the notion of competent performance. Relatedly, although the implicitist view can be said to maintain competence as an aspect of expertise, it is difficult to speak of epistemic responsibility when the competence in question is implicit. Therefore, unlike the extended virtue account, experts, as defined by implicitist views, cannot be easily subjected to public criticism or held accountable. The social conventionalist view similarly lacks any objective basis, since its criterion for expertise is none other than rec-
ognition by a large enough social group. This kind of recognition is not always justified, and we readily see in the case of widely recognized “experts” in pseudo sciences.

**Astrological “Experts”?**

We can illustrate the importance of focusing on informant reliability instead of any other criteria for expertise in isolation through a radical analogy. Let us take expert claims in pseudoscience like astrology. Astrology “experts” claim to foresee future events by closely observing constellations. They may (and probably many do) possess a wealth of knowledge about astrological theories and how these are used to make empirical predictions, as well as significant skill in observing, recording, and interpreting the patterns and movements of celestial objects in the light of astrological theories. The falsity of their predictions does not stem from ignorance about the theories and methods of astrology, or a lack of time-honed talents and skills, or initiation to the defining practices of an intellectual community, or a lack of recognition and esteem from their peers. Thus, none of the traditional perspectives allows us to effectively pinpoint the problem with astrological expertise, unlike the extended virtue account we propose. Astrological experts fail dramatically in fulfilling the function of an expert in the way they claim expert status: They are clearly not reliable informants regarding future events. However, they might be seen as experts on the common theories and practices of astrology. Their expertise may have historical or anthropological value, although it does not have any intellectual value regarding forecasting future events. Where does the value of psychological expertise come from? The social epistemic function of a psychology expert is to produce reliable and credible information about the nature of psychological phenomena for other scientists and the public, predict the future states of such phenomena, develop effective psychological interventions or advise social policy. In cases when experts in psychology fail to fulfill any of these, unfortunately the same conclusions as those about astrological experts would also apply to them.

So, in contrast to the more traditional perspectives on expertise, the extended virtue account can pinpoint what is problematic with expert claims in astrology, and still more usefully, allow us to identify how our definition of expertise facilitates or hinders efforts to increase the capacity of psychological science to self-correct. We argue that the prevalent endorsement of criteria for expertise that derive from some older theoretical perspectives currently hampers the reform movement by leading to resistance to reform-minded ideas on topics such as the need for and the value of direct replications.

**How to Evaluate Psychological Experts as Reliable Informants?**

We said that psychological experts can be considered reliable informants to the extent that they provide reliable and credible information about psychological phenomena, make accurate predictions about these phenomena, develop and implement effective interventions for psychological problems, or contribute to developing more effective
social policies for societal issues. How best to measure success in these areas is beyond the scope of this paper. But there are two important points that we think should not be overlooked when formulating such measures.

First, we have to note again that experts do not have to be individuals. Depending on the scientific topic, acting as a reliable informant may require a single person, a research consortium, or even a whole group of people working in a particular discipline. So, the assessment of expertise on a topic should not necessarily be based on metrics developed to assess single individuals. We can think about replicability rates and the provision of reliable and credible information about psychological phenomena in this context. To say that a field with a very low replication rate can provide reliable and credible knowledge about its subject matter is hardly possible, and the replicability of individual studies requires competent and responsible behavior on the part of the person or persons carrying out the studies. But in many cases, individual competence and responsibility may not be enough to increase (or even test) replicability. In these cases, it is necessary to work with a group of individuals possibly in a consortium or an adversarial collaboration. In addition, if a certain number of replication studies are not conducted in a discipline, it is not possible to know to what extent the field produces reliable information. For these reasons, when evaluating any claim of expertise, depending on the nature of the subject matter, any of the replicability indices of the researchers themselves, the research group they work with, or the sub-discipline and the discipline in which they are involved may come to the fore.

The second issue we want to briefly point at is that metrics should be directly geared toward capturing a track record of competent and responsible epistemic performance. The currently popular metrics (e.g., h factors) for assessing expertise can only be very indirect and unreliable indicators of epistemic performance, as they are meant to measure expertise in a social conventionalist sense. As steps in the right direction for targeting epistemic performance, we can give the curation framework (LeBel et al., 2018), false discovery risk indices (Schimmack, 2022), or empirical replicability audits (O’Donnell et al., 2021) as examples.

In the following, we further elaborate on the main points of contrast between the traditional perspectives on expertise and the extended virtue model by discussing how the mainstream or established understanding of expertise in psychological science (which bears the influence of these traditional perspectives) drags the reform movement down. In particular, we will discuss how some crucial issues that are on the reform movement’s agenda such as big team science, perverse incentives, and fraud/questionable research practices are all associated with how we define and model expertise.
Expertise and the Problems of Self-Correction in Psychology

Fraud and Questionable Research Practices

The credibility of science shapes (at least to a significant degree) public trust in science. Still more crucially, some degree of trust is in the fabric of contemporary scientific knowledge production. Scientists can produce knowledge only interdependently; namely, by sharing their findings and building on the research of others, through specialization and division of cognitive labor, or by closely cooperating on the same projects. For this reason, knowledge or skill asymmetries are ubiquitous in science and most scientists are in an expert-lay relationship with scientists in other fields or even sub-fields. At this level of interdependence, the success of the whole scientific enterprise hangs on the trustworthiness of scientists as information providers, i.e., scientific experts. A scientific expert is trustworthy to the extent that they are reliable as informants; that is, to the extent that the others who make use of their research are informed accurately sufficiently often (or misinformed sufficiently rarely). A reliable epistemic performance in this context can comprise successfully predicting events, offering credible and informative explanations of phenomena, identifying falsely accepted scientific claims, or establishing novel facts. If scientific experts are not reliable enough, the role trust plays in science would only be that of undermining the credibility of science and ultimately eroding the basis of public trust in science.

However, whether we ascribe expert status on the basis of possessed knowledge and skills (explicit or implicit), faithful reproduction of received research practices, or eminence and reputation, we divorce the concept of expertise from its central function of acting as a reliable informant in a scientific domain. Negligence of the very function of an expert, and consequently, a lack of attention to how reliably one performs as an expert is a characteristic weakness of all traditional perspectives on expertise (i.e., substantialism, implicitism and social conventionalism). It is thus worthwhile to start with a case that illustrates the failure to perform the function of an expert, and hence indicates a central problem with all these traditional perspectives; namely fraud and questionable research practices.

[Read the rest of the document]
In the substantialist and implicitist views of expertise, one’s expert status has nothing to do with acting as a reliable informant, which we put at the center of the extended virtue model. Since the basis for expertise ascription in these perspectives is only one’s relevant knowledge and skill, they do not feature any epistemic responsibility criterion that is intrinsic to their definition of expertise. Expert status is gained only by virtue of acquiring the relevant knowledge and skills, i.e., competences. However, an expert’s knowledgeability and skill do not directly imply that their scientific claims will be reliable, since these qualities are compatible with lack of honesty and transparency such as fraud or selective reporting. Thus, scientists’ knowledge and skills should be seen as constituting expertise only to the extent that these are properly manifested in the reliability and rigor of the research procedures they follow and in their ability to critically analyze and interpret research results in their field, so only if they show a high-quality epistemic performance as informants. The definition of expertise from a social conventionalist perspective similarly lacks any reference to responsibility (while also lacking any reference to competence). Eminence, reputation or popularity are in principle all compatible with engaging in questionable research practices or even fraud.

Since all these perspectives ignore epistemic responsibility as an informant, the received view tends to treat matters such as scientific integrity and research ethics as conceptually external to scientific expertise. These are regarded to have little to do with a researcher’s cognitive/epistemic qualifications to claim expert status. The valuation of eminence or reputation (deriving from the social conventionalist view) functions in practice as yet another barrier to accountability. Unless severe misconduct is admitted/demonstrated (although nearly impossible), the expert status of an eminent scientist is never undermined. Even when that happens, we blame their morals not their core qualifications and thus expert status: We regard them as immoral experts but as experts nonetheless.

An illustrative example of this is one of the incidents that triggered the credibility crisis in psychology. Diederik Stapel was both a deeply knowledgeable and skillful social psychologist and a highly eminent academic figure who held numerous distinctions and awards. In 2011 it became known that he committed fraud in dozens of published papers. Stapel competently formulated hypotheses and predictions, explicated their theoretical background, designed experiments which he did not actually run, and analyzed data he never collected (Levelt Committee, 2011). Should we consider Stapel an expert? In the social conventionalist view, he was clearly an expert even while he fabricated data and would remain one if he did not admit to it. Eminence creates a significant degree of protection from criticism by increasing trust and reducing skepticism, thus making it more difficult to identify fraud. In the substantialist view (and its implicitist variant), again he would most certainly be considered so, because he has extensive knowledge and a high level of skill regardless of the actual origins of his data. Stapel retained his extensive knowledge and experimental skill despite consistently engaging in misconduct,
and still does. Stapel did not fail to cultivate excellent skills or build a reputation; he failed only in properly fulfilling the function of an expert: informing reliably in the domain of expertise. Stapel put this knowledge and skill into misinforming others instead. His results were much more misleading than random error due to his skill in data fabrication, which ensured that they did not raise suspicion. Most importantly, as an epistemic authority who is supposed to be a reliable informant, he actually diminished others’ chances of finding true answers to those questions by themselves.

The maintenance of competence or eminent credentials has thus nothing to do with having a track record of reliable and credible expert reports. Neither misconduct nor engaging consistently in weak or unreliable research practices undermine one’s core scientific competence or credentials. Thus, if we stick to the traditional views of expertise, once gained, the expert status is very difficult to lose. None of these views gives us substantial, theoretically justified reasons to disqualify Stapel as an expert, apart from the contingent fact that he actually admitted fraud. We should also bear in mind that revealed fraud cases like Stapel’s are extremely rare.

In comparison, according to the extended virtue model one does not become an expert indefinitely, but only for as long as and to the extent that one properly fulfills the function of an expert. When we conceive expertise as informant reliability, then the impropriety of making dishonest, incomplete or potentially misleading scientific claims is suggested by the very concept of expertise. In other words, a scientist whose reports are too unreliable too often simply should not be regarded as an expert. Scientists gain and maintain an expert status only through building and maintaining a track record of successful and reliable performance as information providers in a scientific domain. This implies that their scientific outputs would be open to consistent scrutiny for scientific quality and expert status would never imply protection from criticism.

**Collaborative Research and Collective Expertise (vs. Substantialism)**

An individualist conception of the scientific expert is becoming less and less viable with the increasingly collective outlook of scientific knowledge production. The collective character of science is particularly prominent in large interdisciplinary research collaborations which we see today at the frontiers of science, from biology (Rosenstein et al., 2014) to physics (Aad et al., 2008). Research collaborations not only have at their disposal a much wider scope of domain expertise to effectively tackle interdisciplinary questions, they are also often in a better position to minimize sources of error than individual researchers, because they can better check for possible confounding factors, counter the experimenter’s bias or improve sample selection. Besides their methodological benefits, team science allows for plurality in theoretical and methodological perspectives to be applied in tackling complex questions (Tebes et al., 2014). There have also been recent calls for big team science in psychology (Forscher et al., 2020; Uhlmann et al., 2019). We
also have already seen a few successful collaborative projects under the name Many Labs (Ebersole et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2018, 2022), Many Babies (Byers-Heinlein et al., 2020), Many Smiles (Coles et al., 2022), and also the initiative Psychological Science Accelerator (PSA), which is a crowdsourced research network consisting of 1328 members in more than 84 countries (see also Moshontz et al., 2018).

But, if research collaborations are so well-positioned to tackle a variety of theoretical and methodological challenges, why do we not see them more often? Especially since there seems to be a felt need for larger research collaborations in psychology to investigate the complex questions that human behavior poses, why do the calls for big team science not find a wider appeal, and why do the existing initiatives face significant practical challenges? Part of the reason is the conceptual challenge of imagining a collective expert: How to identify, evaluate, credit, reward or hold accountable an expert who is not an individual?

A large interdisciplinary research collaboration implements a complex research plan that requires diverse expertise, simultaneous manipulation of multiple scientific instruments, or data collection at different times and places. Implementing such complex procedures exceeds the cognitive ability and capacity of individual researchers and requires a larger cognitive system comprising multiple agents. The individual scientist is only a contributor to the production of this kind of information, because they will at best have a superficial understanding of the total evidence (including higher-order evidence of reliability, validity, generalizability, etc.). The only entity that has the relevant expertise for the production and assessment of the total scientific evidence is thus the research collaboration as a whole. For this reason, it is more appropriate to conceive of large research collaborations as a single (supra-individual) informant, to identify them as “the expert.” A most concrete sign of this is collective-authorship by consortia (see, e.g., Fontanarosa et al., 2017), which implies substantial changes in how credit and responsibility are allocated in science—hence in how we ascribe expert status.

However, it is conceptually very difficult to think of collective experts from a substantialist view, because its criteria for expertise are defined in mentalistic terms. Knowledge and skills are qualities of individuals, because they are strictly psychological. A notion such as a group expert is ill-conceived, because it seems to stipulate a supra-individual psychological entity like a group mind. The substantialist view of expertise relies on a traditionally individualistic conceptual foundation in epistemology, according to which knowledge as well as competence to produce knowledge are states that are intrinsic to an agent’s mind. This kind of individualist epistemology faced a substantial challenge in the last decades by the theories of extended and distributed cognition, which make a case for the existence of veritable supra-individual cognitive systems. While of

8) Cf. Winsberg et al. (2014), who are more skeptical about accountability in big research teams. For a defense of the strengths of research collaborations in this regard, see Uygun Tunç (2023).
some of these also argue for (technologically and/or socially) extended minds (see, e.g., Clark & Chalmers, 1998), a more modest thesis that finds widespread appeal is that there are veritably supra-individual cognitive competences and cognitive performances (e.g., de Ridder, 2014; Giere & Moffatt, 2003; Palermos, 2022; also Uygun Tunç, 2023). For our purposes, we can meaningfully speak of group competences and group responsibility, and this suffices to speak about group experts.9 What matters the most in the context of expertise from the extended virtue perspective we propose is that collective entities can in some cases function as more reliable informants than individuals ever can. Research collaborations are a prime example of this for the reasons we briefly explore in the following, and psychology in particular can greatly benefit from their prevalent existence.

In the context of psychological science, research collaborations seem to be particularly suitable for meeting difficult methodological challenges associated with producing higher-order scientific evidence such as replication studies and studies that investigate the generalizability of an existing finding (see Forscher et al., 2020). Multi-lab, multi-site replication studies indeed efficiently serve to increase statistical power, and check for the possible confounding effects of experimental settings, population characteristics, researcher bias, or sample selection (Moshontz et al., 2018). One can argue that wider-scale collaborative projects are almost a necessity in order to increase the generalizability, validity, rigor, and reliability of psychological findings (Munafò et al., 2017; Nosek et al., 2022).

To illustrate through a discipline-specific challenge to generalizability, we can think of the fact that cultural influences have a substantial impact on human behavior (see Lehman et al., 2004). Studies show that an overwhelming majority of published psychology studies are conducted with US-based samples by US-based authors (Arnett, 2008; Thalmayer et al., 2021). It goes without saying that if psychology wants to be the universal science of human behavior, it must expand its cultural horizons outside of the US (see Adetula et al., 2022; Forscher et al., 2021; IJzerman et al., 2021; Silan et al., 2021). To achieve this, psychology needs big research teams involving researchers from diverse cultural backgrounds.10

There is an undeniable need in psychology for big team science in producing first-order evidence too. The reform literature is rife with studies that show many published papers in psychology to have serious defects in the way they a) define their theories, concepts, and hypotheses (Bringmann et al., 2022; Meehl, 1990; Oude Maatman, 2021),

---

9) For a more detailed discussion, see Uygun Tunç (2022); for a discussion of why group competence does not entail group mind, see Uygun Tunç (2023).

10) We can see the same problem only reproduced in the example of neo-colonial (or helicopter) science (Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2003). Due to the tendency to think of expertise in substantialist terms, we expect a researcher with a WEIRD (Henrich et al., 2010) background to effectively formulate a theory, design a severe test, and correctly interpret the results in isolation (or in small teams at best) regarding a behavioral phenomenon that takes place in a completely different culture. In many cases, this results in false analogies and overgeneralizations.
b) make their measurements (e.g., Flake & Fried, 2020; Weidman et al., 2017), c) plan
and implement correct statistical models (e.g., Bakker et al., 2012; Crede & Harms, 2019;
Rohrer et al., 2022). There have been multiple reasons suggested as to why this is the
case (see Nosek et al., 2022), and most probably each explains an important portion of
the problem. Another probable reason that we put forward here is that psychological
experts as isolated individuals (conceived in line with the substantialist view) simply lack
the necessary competences to be reliable informants in their domain of “expertise.” This
is because their domain of expertise requires a very diverse set of competences that can
only be found in bigger research teams at satisfactory levels. Due to its individual-cen­
tered organization, psychology still requires its experts to be polymaths who need to
have profound knowledge in a very diverse domain of subjects alongside their immediate
subject matter. The reformist criticisms of the current practices in psychological science
might also be indicative of the fact that, for some questions at least, this is an unrealistic
expectation.

Lastly, team science can also be a uniquely effective way to produce high-quality
first-order evidence on contested research topics. In this context, we can mention anoth­
er, more special case of scientific collaboration which is directly applicable to psychologi­
cal science: adversarial collaborations (Mellers et al., 2001; Tetlock, 2006). The scientific
literature on highly contested research questions typically contains substantial empirical
support for several opposing claims. Such contested research questions may be extremely
difficult to definitively answer, because often the parties endorse incompatible theoreti­
cal assumptions, lack common criteria for falsifying points of view, and disagree on key
methodological issues (see also Uygun Tunç & Tunç, 2023). Adversarial collaborations
are a very suitable solution to deal with these kinds of situations.

Low Replicability and Scientific Rituals (vs. Implicitism)

Repliability vs. Implicit Expertise

When Baumeister (2016) said that “the optimal approach for now is not a matter of re­
placing an obsolete, ineffective system with a shiny new one. Rather, we should continue
business as usual while adding new approaches... keep the old model alongside the new
model(s), rather than replacing it,” he was not only referring to the established practices
of research, publication, funding and promotion, but also (maybe more implicitly) to the
traditional understanding of a successful scientific expert in social psychology. Namely,
someone who has “an intuitive flair for how to set up the most conducive situation
and produce a highly impactful procedure,” which is acquired by “years of specialized
training and skill cultivation.” He contrasted the “flair” of a good experimentalist to the
graduate students in his lab who fail to replicate his studies due to incompetence - the
“bad experimentalists” who must seek other careers.

This conception of a good experimentalist derives its theoretical justification from
Polanyi’s notion of implicit or tacit knowledge. Polanyi (1966) argued that “the paradig-
matic case of scientific knowledge... is the knowledge of approaching discovery. To hold such knowledge is an act deeply committed to the conviction that there is something there to be discovered. It is personal, in the sense of involving the personality of him who holds it, and also in the sense of being, as a rule, solitary.” We see here a profoundly different conception of scientific activity than a focus on rigorous and critical investigations of the empirical merit of theories—as in Popper (2002a, 2002b), for instance. Here the focus lies on the unique personalities of accomplished scientists, their unforeseeable and unexplainable bouts of intuition or “Eureka” moments as the main locomotive of science. This perspective is explicitly positioned against (primarily, by Polanyi himself) a family of notions that characterize scientific objectivity such as intersubjective testability, explainability, formalizability, and replicability. If scientific knowledge is the product of creative and inexplicable, unformalizable processes which are shaped by uniquely personal qualities, then demanding replicability is both unreasonable and unrealistic. Underlining this connection, Derksen (2017) maintains in a similar vein that “you could never fully spell out how to replicate an experiment,” because some experimental skills are “implicit – not written down in textbooks or in the method section of reports, not explicitly taught.”

It is indeed true that most scientific studies require expertise in a particular method or domain of research to be properly conducted. That being said, intersubjective testability or replicability is one of the core scientific values in confirmatory research, by virtue of being the most minimal criterion a scientific practice must satisfy in order to qualify as reliable. Endorsing replicability as a core value means that the term “skill” can be understood only as objectively defined adequate experience and training, which might amount to having an academic qualification (e.g., a degree in a relevant field) or demonstrable expertise in certain techniques (e.g., demonstrable previous experience with the online experiment software). Unless one does not forgo the claim for intersubjective testability and thus objectivity altogether in the context of confirmatory research, as well as associated demands for scientific integrity and accountability, implicit knowledge and skills cannot be part of the definition of expertise.

Intersubjective testability or replicability is also closely tied to the notion of scientific criticism and the critical rationalist approach to scientific self-correction (see Popper, 2002a, 2002b). The expertise claim of the individual scientist from the implicitist perspective can be reliable only to the extent that they are able to critically evaluate their own work and all the relevant previous work in the field. This is not only unrealistic but also overlooks the fact that nobody, however virtuous, is the best critic of their own work due to cognitive and theoretical “blind-spots” (see also Longino, 1990). This challenge to scientific objectivity or impartiality is much better met by a critical culture where everybody criticizes the work of others. The cornerstone of a critical culture is that scientists manifest openness to criticism. Implicitism about expertise, however, means by definition that some aspects of scientific inquiry cannot be open to scrutiny, even
by the researchers themselves. Further, community criticism is not a viable notion if we do not assume that all reliable methods and practices in confirmatory research are in principle repeatable. Consequently, we also cannot rationally argue for a responsibility or duty on the part of researchers to either publish replicable studies or to check whether published studies are replicable. Thus, scientific self-correction through mutual criticism is categorically incompatible with implicitism, while implicitism itself does not have any viable strategy for promoting reliability.

**Scientific Rituals and Communities of Expertise**

Scientific skills may also be seen as implicit within communities of scientific practice rather than individuals, which is equally problematic. Collins and Evans (2008) argue for a version of implicitism that focuses less on unique personal qualities and more on communities of practice. They maintain that an expert in a scientific field is someone who can (at least) meaningfully interact with others in that field (“interactional expertise”) or contribute to that field (“contributory expertise”), in the sense of a competence to engage in the kind of characteristic (potentially esoteric) activities they do.

The blind spot of this kind of view is that scientific practices may be widely accepted as standard in a field but can nonetheless seriously lack reliability (i.e., lacking robustness, validity and so forth). The implicitist view of expertise lacks any criterion pertaining to the actual reliability of an expert’s performance as an informant. In this respect it is vulnerable against a common criticism by the scientific reform movement in psychology of “ritualized” research practices (see Gigerenzer, 2004). These are the kind of choices researchers make in the course of a study that are justified not on the basis of theoretical, empirical or philosophical reasons but merely because the relevant choices are the social norm in that field. Ritualized research practices can range from the relatively trivial “How to phrase a hypothesis?” to the more substantial “How best to experimentally manipulate emotions?” or “Which potential confounds to consider in measuring attitudes?”—the more the answers to these questions lean in the direction of “This is how everyone does it”, the more we are speaking of a scientific ritual.

The implicitist account of expertise cannot objectively distinguish between an actually reliable research practice and a merely ritualized one. Following the criteria proposed by Collins and Evans (2008), we can say that a researcher can possibly count as manifesting interactional and even contributory expertise by merely mimicking the execution of some protocols, with little to no critical reflection.

**Perverse Incentives (vs. Social Conventionalism)**

Perverse incentives are arguably one of the most popular discourses in the reform literature (e.g., Chambers, 2017; Munafò et al., 2017; Nosek et al., 2012; Simmons et al., 2011; Smaldino & McElreath, 2016). In the context of scientific expertise, the adjective ‘perverse’ might imply that incentives do not track real expertise. The current incentive
structures in science are in fact perfectly aligned with a social conventionalist understanding of expertise, according to which somebody is a scientific expert only if and to the extent that they are recognized as one by a reasonably big portion of the scientific community, in accordance with their standards. Thus, the best indicator of expertise in this sense is eminence or reputation. From this perspective, it is meaningless to question if eminence actually indicates real expertise—if they do not, by whose standards? This kind of question is arguably at the bottom of the reaction from the established research tradition in psychology to the talk of perverse incentives.

Incentives do indeed play a big role in shaping and maintaining certain scientific practices. We believe that the crisis of self-correction may be less due to the inability of the current incentives to track expertise per se, but rather to the type of expertise that is being incentivized. At present, expert ascriptions are often made on the basis of credentials such as education, affiliations, publications at respected venues, collection of awards, and grants. The way the current incentives are set does not consider the collective self-correction of science as a central feature of scientific expertise. That is, the incentivization of eminent credentials aligns with a goal of maximizing groundbreaking individual research projects, which unavoidably neglects the necessarily collective nature of scientific self-correction (see also Vazire, 2017). The metrics that we currently use in the assessment and incentivization of expertise are almost completely shaped by a focus on eminent credentials, as can also be seen in their historical development (see Bourdieu, 2004). So, when the current incentives fail to facilitate self-correction and a more credible psychological science, it is not because they are somehow corrupted after some time. The current incentives fail to facilitate self-correction because they are not designed with that aim in mind. The current incentives are not “perverse”—they do what they are supposed to do in accordance with a social conventionalist conception of expertise (albeit, sometimes imperfectly); that is, they incentivize eminence rather than informant reliability.

Even in a scientific utopia where we find ungameifiable metrics to base our incentives on, we will be incentivizing individual eminence in one way or another as long as we adhere to a social conventionalist conception of expertise. The problem with this is again mainly twofold: 1) the neglect of the social epistemic function of expertise, which consists in serving as reliable informants, and (as a consequence of this neglect), 2) the exclusive focus on individuals rather than a social organization that would optimally fit the scientific tasks and challenges at hand (self-correction in psychology, in particular, requires a collective effort, as was perfectly exampled by Many Labs studies).

Seeking scientific knowledge is an ongoing effort by a whole community of inquirers. Parsing this distributed, often complicated, and messy process at novel and surprising findings gives us a misleading picture of scientific activity that neatly foregrounds individuals and their achievements. The current incentives which favor eminent credentials indeed fit quite smoothly with this picture of science. In terms of academic career
advancement, the most important incentives are the ones related to publishing, and these incentives are known to prioritize novelty and surprise over epistemic values that are more closely associated with truth, such as accuracy or generalizability (Nosek et al., 2012). There is a selective advantage in terms of publishability for the papers that tell a simple, novel, and surprising story (Giner-Sorolla, 2012). Studies that tell a more complicated story because of their more diligent methods are less cited and harder to publish, so incentives motivate people to be strategically vague in designing/implementing/reporting a study (see Frankenhuis et al., 2022).

Close replication studies, which are essential for self-correction (see Simons, 2014; Zwaan et al., 2018), are also relatively rare (Hardwicke et al., 2022; Makel et al., 2012) and share the same fate with studies that present more complex but more reliable and credible findings resulting from diligent methodological procedures. The scarcity of close replication studies is closely related to an understanding of scientific expertise that ignores its social function, namely serving as a reliable informant. A successful replication is actually a piece of valuable meta-information on informant reliability. However, due to the focus on eminence over being reliable informants, close replication studies, which cannot contribute to eminence, are not seen as a necessary part of the knowledge building process. Thus, incentives do not typically target those features of science which do not make the best story but are essential to collective, ongoing inquiry after scientific truths, such as checking for replicability, statistical reproducibility, robustness against various sources of heterogeneity, or devising increasingly more severe tests for the contending theories in a discipline. These are all part of a culture of ongoing criticism, also called critical rationalism by Karl Popper (2002a, 2002b).

The social conventionalist view of expertise with its emphasis on eminent credentials either neglects the demands of or directly contradicts a more collectivist and critical rationalist research culture, which largely characterizes the aspirations of the reform movement in psychology. This is because when we rely on eminent credentials, we unavoidably grant individuals a position of intellectual authority that might not always be warranted. This intellectual authority works as a form of justification itself, so we require less independent scrutiny to trust the scientific claims. For example, some recent studies on peer review practices provide empirical support that reviewers are indeed more lenient towards more eminent researchers (Tomkins et al., 2017). Under this culture of epistemic authority based on eminence, it is not surprising that some authors feel threatened by close replication studies conducted by independent teams. Their expertise claims do not depend on replicability or other indicators of informant reliability. Then, for example, close replications are at best a nuisance, or worse: a counterclaim to the

11) Some of the resistance to close replications are due to the fact that some scientists adhere to the approaches in philosophy of science that puts less emphasis on close replications. Yet, we believe that such principled opposition to close replications in psychology is comparatively rare.
author’s status as an expert. Because, why do you need to replicate these findings? Do you not find their credentials persuasive enough? It is not surprising then that the scientific reform movement in response to the credibility crisis has experienced normative clashes. In a research culture organized around eminent individuals, it is counter-normative to conduct independent replications without the cooperation of the original author or to go through the methods and results in the published literature and call out a serious suspicion of QRPs or data fraud. People who did so have even been labeled “methodological terrorists.”

The rarity of close replications is not just a problem for those researchers who produce unreplicable findings. A group of experts who use a knowledge base that depends on unreplicable observations can hardly be reliable informants. Therefore, insufficient number of close replications also create a collective problem of expertise. An individual-centered understanding of expertise further complicates the problem by failing to provide a clear account regarding who has the responsibility for conducting replications. In any individualist model of expertise, the expert should be a relatively self-contained unit of knowledge production. A need for close replications conducted by independent labs, on the one hand, is something that directly contradicts such a model, as it indicates strong interdependence. Achieving a high proportion of replicable observations in the literature can only be a collective task that is distributed to all the researchers working on the relevant topics. Since the task is collective, responsibility must also be modeled collectively. In Islamic jurisprudence a distinction is made between individual duties (fard al ayn) that must be individually fulfilled by all believers and community duties (fard al kifayeh) which, when performed by only some of the believers, free all believers from responsibility. For example, daily prayer is required to be performed by everyone, though funeral prayer is only required to be performed by a sufficient number of people in the community and not everyone is expected to participate in it. Analogically, replication studies should also be seen as community duties. For an effective process of self-correction to work, it is not necessary that each individual study is replicated or that each individual scientist regularly conducts replications. If a large enough number of replication studies are being done, the expertise claims of all the researchers are supported by it regardless of whether they conduct such studies or not. But if a large enough number of replication studies are not being done in a field, then this undermines the claims of expertise for every researcher in the field.

The idea of community duties or any other model of collective responsibility can only be an oddity in an individualist model of expertise. However, a coherent account of collective responsibility is a must for replication studies and thus for effective self-correction in science. The extended virtue model not only places equal emphasis on epistemic

responsibility as on competence, but also allows for a socially extended or distributed conception of expert responsibility.

In the case of collective responsibility, the risk is a diminished sense of individual duty due to the division of responsibility. This risk can be mitigated by concretely defining the duties of all relevant subjects, from researchers to scientific journals and research institutions. If conducting replication studies is modeled as a collective responsibility, one way to do this might be to require each researcher to maintain a certain ratio of original to replication studies. Journals may be required to reserve a publication quota for replication studies, or dedicated journals may be established for replication studies. On the publication end, meta-analyses could incorporate information on how many independent replication studies support (or undermine) each finding. A more substantial intervention may be to build a number of systematically linked replication studies into the original test of hypotheses (see Uygun Tunç & Tunç, 2023), at least when testing contested research questions or where there are significant doubts regarding the validity of the methods and the generalizability of the findings.

We cannot stress this enough: A definition of expertise that is based on eminent credentials rather than epistemic performance inescapably creates an incentive structure that contradicts the goal of self-correction in science. We need to have a more performative understanding of expertise to incentivize more effective self-correction in science. Therefore, we must change how we understand expertise, not merely how we measure and incentivize it.

**Discussion**

Sticking to the criteria for expertise promoted by one or more of the traditional perspectives we discussed is arguably not bereft of any rationale. To paint a more balanced picture, first of all, an individualistic conception of expertise (which characterizes most of these traditional perspectives) is more in line with traditional epistemology and the institutional organization of science. Individualism still characterizes mainstream epistemology, thus we think of knowledge, competence, epistemic responsibility, and intellectual virtues as pertaining categorically to individuals. In accordance with this, the social organization and the institutional values of science, science policy as well as

---

13) It might be questioned if reliable performance is indeed an objective criterion, and not socially determined just as eminent credentials. It might be argued, after all, that evaluating reliability would require certain standards, and standards are social conventions. While there is some truth to this kind of objection, nature does not tell us directly which scientific claims are true, but instead the scientific community collectively decides to accept or reject them as facts. But acceptance is always tentative, and the scientific community, to the extent that it upholds an empiricist and critical culture, can always change or revise a consensus in the face of novel observations. Rejecting this about science is tantamount to rejecting its status as a special institution, which one does only if they endorse a radically social constructivist view of scientific knowledge.
the scientific credit/reward economy are designed around individual experts. While one of the most exciting and promising developments in contemporary epistemology is the proliferation of non-individualist accounts of all these, there is arguably still time until radical epistemological individualism is a thing of the past and notions such as collective competence or group knowledge are part of the consensus.

Moreover, traditional models of expertise have a stronger affinity with certain values that the scientific institution historically cherishes, such as intellectual autonomy and creativity. Scientists are traditionally given almost complete freedom (and little accountability) and we tend to refrain from evaluating their epistemic performance because we deem this the best way to achieve a highly productive and progressive, consistently ground-breaking science. A belief in genius, unique cognitive gifts, tacit knowledge, or individual flair goes naturally well with this goal, as well as minimal monitoring or central planning.

Moreover, the scientific enterprise itself serves multiple aims. To explicate, scientific inquiry broadly consists of a context of discovery and a context of justification, which reflect the distinction between the generation of hypotheses and exploration of novel phenomena, and their empirical testing and verification (Reichenbach, 1938). These two aspects of scientific inquiry are also associated with two different sets of values, which may sometimes come into conflict (Uygun Tunc & Pritchard, 2022). From the perspective of discovery, there are no objectively superior methods, procedures, or strategies that can be implemented by anyone with a high likelihood of success. The road to discovery is variable, thus distinctive personal qualities such as creativity, perseverance, intellectual courage, or even ambition and recognition-seeking may be positively rewarded. Consequently, scientific success is traditionally believed to be unpredictable and largely due to individual excellence. The opposite is true for scientific justification. In the context of justification, we desire to minimize researcher degrees of freedom, rather than increasing them, because flexibility in the interpretation of results invites bias, noise, and error. Accordingly, we value qualities such as diligence, rigor, vigilance towards error and bias, impartiality, honesty, disinterestedness, and so forth, which are all intellectual virtues associated with epistemic responsibility.

The existence of multiple aims generates the possibility of trade-offs. Safer paths to success (i.e., epistemically responsible and accountable research) are likely to be slower and costlier. Having larger units of scientific inquiry (i.e., individuals vs. research teams) also means fewer attempts at success because there will be fewer hypotheses that can actually be tested. Such trade-offs may not ultimately have an objective solution, due to the involvement of potentially incompatible value systems. Some people may think that

14) The two main pioneers of non-individualist epistemology are the work on epistemic dependence and testimony (see Hardwig, 1985, 1988) and externalist approaches in the philosophy of mind such as the extended and distributed cognition theses, which gave rise to (socially) extended epistemology (Carter et al., 2018a, 2018b).
self-correction is a lesser goal in science, because they are more interested in discovering new truths than avoiding errors. When self-correction is not a priority, practices such as performing close replications may seem to have marginal information value. Indeed the culture of science in many fields, especially in psychology, has largely been shaped by a lopsided focus on discovery over justification. On the other hand, we can argue that what makes science a distinctive path to knowledge (among others such as philosophy, religion or art) lies chiefly in the rules and norms governing the practices of empirical confirmation and validation, rather than the processes whereby novel ideas are formed. Thus, it is arguably much less meaningful to speak of a scientific expertise in formulating hypotheses or developing theories, than a scientific expertise in the procedures of empirical justification.

In this regard, scientific self-correction seems to be part and parcel of scientific inquiry and the very notion of scientific expertise. But it is important to note that scientific self-correction is a collective enterprise, so it is a question of how the practices of empirical justification are shaped, validated and monitored by the scientific community. Contemporary science poses novel challenges for systematic self-correction. For this reason, a more social understanding of scientific expertise (with the associated qualities and duties) may be a particularly contemporary need. Until a century ago, when the scientific institution was still operating largely as a gentlemen's club, it was easier for a small number of colleagues to check each other's scientific claims, and implement effective self-correction. Since the scientific community was much smaller back then, it was also the case that substantially fewer hypotheses/theories were tested at any given time. But for today's industrial-scale scientific production, the quality control systems developed for workshop-type scientific production do not work anymore. Thus, from the perspective of systematic self-correction of science, it is not feasible to endorse an individualist notion of expertise and an atomistic understanding of epistemic autonomy. Just as the need for scientific cooperation and interdisciplinary collaboration is becoming more apparent at the frontiers of many fields today, we need an increased emphasis on the epistemic responsibilities of the scientific expert and a more collectivistic understanding of the duty to engage in scientific correction.
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15) For instance, in its earlier days a central mission of the Royal Society (and of similar institutions such as the Accademia del Cimento) was to design and conduct replication studies to assess the credibility of reported findings.
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